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' S i s te r  
eoming 
The Little Theaire worksliop 
will be held January 15 to 17 at 
E.T. Kenney School; 
• Theatre groups from Ket- ' 
ehiksn, Prince Rupert, Kitimat~ 
.and Kemano are expected to. 
attend. ~The workshops will' 
begin at 7 p.m.. and anyone .
wishing toattend is welcome. 
The musical, Salad Days, 
lanned for :February is well 
nto:rehersals. Robin McColl 
has offered to direct The Killing 
of Sister George for the zone 
festival. The first east reading 
will be/held on Jan. 15. 
TSe first meeting of the year. 
was held Jan. 4 at the home of 
Margaret Dodd. The-Little 
Theatre group • wishes to thank 
everyone who helped in their 
past. production of Cactus 
Flower. 
For adults 
Night school 
opening up 
for new term 
The. second term of the 
Terrace Adult Education and 
Recreation program will begin 
January 25. 
Pro-registration will take 
place in the Terrace Com- 
munity Center from 7 to 9 p.m, 
on January 20 and 21. 
Most courses offered in the 
fail will ,~gain be offered this 
term. 
. . l~w co~ses,  include sculp- 
t . t~" ,~.~:t ib : r  e ,g  l-a s s i wg, 
photography, and "know-your. 
car" for lady, students only., 
paft~ of the aduit~.secondary 
program. 
Other courses being offered 
include: typing, business 
management, English for New 
Canadians~ conversational- 
Spanish an~l German, sewing, 
community band, bridge, 
defensive driving, hunter 
training, first aid, men's and 
ladies keep fit, sketching, oil 
painting, woodwork, crochet, 
lumber grading, dog obedience 
and dog grooming. 
Skids into 
parked car  
A car parked on Kenney, 
Street in Terrace received $,350 
damages in an accident Mon- 
day. 
The car, owned by Jack 
Palhicky of Terrace, was Struck 
by a truck driven by Donald 
Kenney, also of Terrace.. 
RCMP said the Kenney 
vehicle skidded on ice and hit 
the parked car. 
Drugg is t  
hits out 
at drugs 
Cur ious  about  
mar i juana ,  LSD or 
heroin? 
You'll find some of the 
answers  at Cun- 
terested in is Skeena MP Frank Howard ,who breezed'~toVto'w~ 
Friday. Howard stopped hy-'J~he Herlqd ofl|ee for a ~,isit just as 
Lady luck 
Balmy days Vanish 
A mixed bag of blessings halting all train and highway thawing began Wednesday 
and curses accompanied a traffic for 21 hours, and turned "as very anseasonable warm 
warm, easterly flow of air ' Terrace streets into rivers of weather combined with above 
which brought from one-half slush, average rainfall moved vver 
to more than an inch rain to I t  moved in  gracefully the area setting off rapid 
the Terrace area last week. Wednesday but by Saturday it melting of snows." 
It brought Spring-like hlewout brashly and briskly, It came, he said, "in a 
temperatures which broke a returning Terrace to normal sudden and very humid surge 
record and melted much of the January temPeratures and o f  warm Pacific air which 
snow piled up here since s~ttoringsomenew~snow, unleaded on us heavy rainfalls 
December. "UNUSUAL' and occasssional freezing rain 
But it also caused ~veral  According to the assistant and drizzle." 
slides on Highway 16 between meteorolng/st a  the Terrace Up to Wednesday, Thump- 
Terrace and Prince Rupert, airport, Grant Thompson, the Cont'd on Page 2 
t ,  S l ides  sever  , / / . / , ; , :  .,? i!! ? . . .  ' .. 
road links I I 
to west  coast  
i ..... ~.~.~-, , , ,~,~  ,. ~!~.. ~ ~.  .. A sudden onrush  of Airport were temporari ly seasonable warm weather 
balmy, Spring weather grounded, combined with above-average 
~. .-. . RAPID MELTING rainfall setting off rapid 
~":~'~.  ~ ":~ ~'": :. ~ . left hundreds of Ter race 's  ass i s tant  melting of snows." 
" ~;'.~ | :~  ' / ! t l  motor i s ts ,  t ra ins  and  meteorologist, Grant Thump- Slides, common in 
" •~ = ~, buses st randed late son, blamed "very un- Cont'd on Page 2 
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But staff at Mills treated for infection and 
rides rail 
Lady luck rode the 
Canadian National Railway 
tracks in the Skeena country 
Thursday. 
The Herald• learned that six 
passenger t ains zip along the 
rafts between Prince George 
and Prince Rupert fi'om 
Sunday to Saturday each 
week. 
That is, except for just one 
day when only freights rattle 
through. 
And that day? Thursday.' 
The day slides blocked the 
right-0f-way betweeh Terrace 
and Rupert, 
• .By  the  t ime t ra ins  were  
mov ing-  aga in ,  passenger  
schedules remained un- 
touched and the trains were on 
time. 
chat . . .S ta f f  photo .  
SKEENA GUESSING  u,ok,   emo., , KEEPS 
Howard breezes in bringing trees, stumps, "Once the line goes roots, rocks and soil with through, we'll be able to 400 ch i ld ren  it, blocking Highway 16 get  a lot of nat ive 
and the Canadian 
BY RUN THODY Democratic Party club •said Friday. " I  Hke to make a National Rai lway line, chi ldren out of the cheered up 
Fr iday night, point of personally keeping in hosp i ta l , "  " sa id ad- On behalf of over 400 children, 
• touch with the people of my And, because of rain and ministrator Parker  Mills. the TerraceKinette Club wishes Skeena MP Frank  But he was obviously feeling riding as often as possible." 
Howard breezed in to  out liis constituents and local Howard, 45, spent several heavy cloud, aircraft at Terrace Mills describes as a "chronic to thank everyone for their 
~own Friday to spend a party members to lend fuel to deys on the Queen Charlotte's in problem," children who are support of "Santa Anonymous." 
few days watering the the possibility that he might early December. In mid- discharged from the hospital Because you took the time 
"grass roots" in Terrace, become the fifth candidate for November he was attending and are not picked up by their and expense to purchase that 
".his adopted home. the leadership of the federal meetings in Wisteria and parents-sometimes for as long extra gift this year  many 
He arrived from New Democratic Party at its Houston. In between, he as a week. children spent a happier 
Kitimat, where he had April convention i  Ottawa. managed to take part in House EACH WEEK Christmas. 
BOWING OUT of Commons debates in Ottawa. "We have about one or two of For their contributions tothis 
spent two days probing Bowing out of the post is the 'NEW BLOOD' these cases n week," he added, project we wish to .extend our 
local problems and just old campaigner from Saskat- Howard quickly admitted the By remaining in hospital, the thanks to the following: 
'"keeping in touch", chewan, Tommy Douglas, who party needed "new blood" at patients-often children-tie up Columbia Store, Centennial 
has said it's time a younger the top and he wouldn't say yes some of the 86 beds there. Lions, CFTK Radio and TV, 
His only official func- man took the reins of party or noto whether he intonded to The major problem lies with Elks (BPOE), Eatons of 
tion here was to attend a leadership, supply it. native people in the Nass Canada, Five to $1.00 Store, 
meeting of Terrace New "This is just a visit," Howard Also adding to odds in favor of Valley, according to Mills. Gordon and Anderson, 'Hulls 
Howard taking a crack at the "There's no communications Grocery, Grade 3, Room 4 
NDP helm, was his criticism up there except the radio and pupils of E.T. Kenny School and 
that the four runners primed for you can't always count on them Mr. Phillips. 
the race are from Ontario and listening," he said. "Columbia Joe's Printers, Jet Cadets 
were out of touch with what is Cellulose .has been good about (Alliance Gospel Church),' 
going on in the rest of Canada, relaying messages for us." Kinsmen, Northern Drugs, 
particularly the booming north. COESEL ROAD North Route Service, Over. 
Columbia Cellulose owns the w~tea Stores, Royal Canadian "The leadership needs a man • 
wbo is in close touch with both J.S. MacKenzie logging road up to the Naas Legion, Spee Dee Printers, 
rural and urban problems," Valley and in addition to that Super Valu Store, Terrace 
Howard said. M VIP  f irmonlynalivesareallowed to Omenica Herald, Terrace 
CLOSE TOUCH can  ~e it; But many of the native Drugs, Terrace Coop, Terrace 
The MP admitted he kept in population do not have cars to Mennonite Brethern Ladies 
close contact with his Skeena o m o t  d ,e,,o o Aide, Twinriver Timber, and 
riding, considered rural, Dr e . Many of the people in the WoolworthStore. 
although industrialized as an Nass also have no relatives in 
MP has set up housekeeping in town where the children can 
Kitimat works manager, J.S. stay. He puffs way urban Ottawa for several years. ningham's Drug Store as  He pours through Skeena .MacKenzie, has b~n appointed One solution Mills seos to the 
par t  o f  i t s  nat ionwide  weeklies, including the twice- Aican's regional manager in prohlem is a "receiving home" into court 
drug education program, weekly Herald, as well.as the Kitimat. " similar to oneinHazelton where 
Ottawa dailies and The Globe The appointment was an- children can stay for $5 a day A Terrace man was fined.S50 
• nounced by J.W. Cameron, the until they are picked,up, m court Wednesday for 
On display there now is a and Mail of Toronto, among company's vice-president of WHO PAYS? shepliRingeigarettes. chart with replicas of such others. - . 
commonly abused drugs as "It aiso" needs .a man with a Smeiters~ ' "But it's a question of 'who Pleadinggullty otheft under 
hashish', marijuana, pep pills, working class background,"  In his new job, MacKenzie in ~', Would pay the fee/' Mills said• $50was Roy Nocski,'26, . ' 
heroin and even glue. The said Howard, Who qu ick ly '  addition to his present' Henoted that it is difficult for . The incident ook' p laeeat6  
display was made by phar- Cont 'doaPage2 responsibilities for Kitimat doctorstoestimatehowlongthe p.m. Tuesday in the Overwaltea 
macist Cliff Proceviat. in con- Works, will be responsible for " ,.. Store onLazelleAvenue. '..,-:.~: ,'. 
junction with. the  national administrative co-ordination of : ~ "~ " ~g 
campaign. Slippery hill all .Alcan activities in. the mvrn . I . .- '  I 1 sz  ' "  -",-~" 
Also available are some 700 _ reg ion ;  including: .power  wnere  lmsn lml  aono , .a :  ~,~,  
copiesofa pamphlet describing ~It'.,~_eJ~ ' r .~neo  operaUons,~publicrelati0nsand . . . .  ... . . ~ :,. . ...,...u.ffi ,o • ~V .;,. :! [ ]  
.drugs and their effects . . . .  . . . .  "~" '~"  property matters ~ ' " :" . Want teL'now:hoW theIoc~,1 . - '~~- ; - , ;±- -=- : '~  / " . . : . .  ~ , i  o " • ' ,; . • ~ . . ,-  ~ ,~, . t len  can  pay • a" oolisr !~. • C p~ea of the booklet have . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . .  With the retirementDec. 18of hospital spends.its money? • ~.memberah ln f~tn~2,m~, , .  ~i~,~-~ 
~e.n, distributed, at Caledonia . ~u .~ nmme.a ' s,,ppery ,~m. E,H: . Eberts, Alean ,:vice-, , Or-,what,.,new equivment is ,~ vo~[ - - t~ '7~,~, , 'Tn '~"~' . .~ ' ,  :-i~ Ma 
~emor Secondary School, said mr a two-car ccmsion ero last president.  Property,  and available.there? = - • ~ m~i~, :~,~,~' ,~,~.~. .~_ / . :  ~:':i~:~ 
Proceviat . ' a~suay:  ~ secretary of the. comnanv The best o,, ,,, ¢,,,,~ ,~,~ ~ *^ =L,-I=TE~,~;'~" %~.° , '~ : .~ , .~"  " ~'*[] .. . .- , ,  w..a . -  - . , ,  ,,,, .o w ur tu me m , ~ :~. ~ .: ~ : '  'Wh did Cunnin h ' ~o cnarges were made Montreal MacKenzl " . . . . .  . ~ .  . eeung . . . . . .  ~.~. • .Y  g am s , in  . . . . . . .  e. assumed . attend, the annual  hoe ital • ' • ' . . . . . . .  , ',,~ 
vo.lve., itself: in • the!. drug ~llowing:the_afl_~den.t ~tw~n the.~b Of mauag~ng.Of Property, associution meet ly ,  :sayis p tilt ": av l~ad~;~cabe~kP~t  ~ /~li~B 
e~ucauon campaign7 , , " ."~..~'~/'L"~u"'.u",sc~omc~, matters atKit imat/ ' ~. ' ..... hosn i ta l ' s  '~dr.~n~.~.o~^,; .~-A, "~ . . . . .  - ,-:- '~:, ' . '  "~ ~ 
"I' believe," Proceviat said, on_re, ot 'r.e~ace, at 8.3.0 p.m, " Alcan presidont,.Paul Leman,, ParkerMllls ' . . .  •. :~..:.:' ,,w,~ A,~ ~,,,,,G ,', ,,,,,2 =~,J ~-~ [ ]  
' ' t ' o . . . . . . . . . .  ' Tneacclnont toox Isc~eattha ' - . , -. . . . .  ' . . . . . . .  ".~.:-... '... . . . . . . . . .  ~,,e,~s,.:m~us,'amu,.- . .~sm thas  meoneinaprofessionM . _ P . .  . sa~d the new division of ~ At the meeting on March . . . . . .  24 " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  t ~ . . . . . . . .  "~,~ 
w.ayhed " t0,present the idea to ,co.rner o/' v.esjar.dlnsR~d and ~ responsibility for pr0perty was . .  the.~nual repbrtand finahclal " .~t ,~re~~~,°u-  t ~: :M 
, me p~ac,  ~ ... • . .~yer . :~.~u.as  ~rs..~...a,on was ,,,In line;with current efforts to'. '". statement wi~ be d i ~  be.;~ aet i~/ 'g~i~t l '~n .  '~aeL '~ " "~ ' ' ~ M 
, ,~lmarmacist, hopointedot/t, DRUG ABUSE is the message of this poster a uatimwide dru education cam I n s n e Wlllbeat 
warksas closely~wlth'dr sas '~. dosl ed b ' t i l l '  ' . , . g pag po • • ~;=~neveSielesreceiveda total mass ernestof theeom ' ' And .... . . . . . .  ~ . . . , .  . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . .  ,ep.m.-, ,~ ~ 
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MONDAY,  JANUARY It, 
Snowslides leave 
many stranded 
Cont'd from Page 1 
Springtime, are rare at this 
time of year. 
"They weren't huge land. 
slides, but they were annoying 
slides," said Wilf MacDonald, 
Chief of the Terrace and 
District Highways Department. 
About .seven or eight, he 
added, would be considered 
heavy while a dozen or so mere 
were what he termed "small 
snowslides." 
'TROUBLESOME' 
The larger slides were con- 
sidered "troublesome" for the 
two shifts of highways crews. 
MacDonald said these slides 
measured from 20 to 30 feet and 
brought rees, roots, recks and 
soil down with them. 
He said a giant-sized 
bulldozer with a strong blade 
and geared for heavy duty, was i 
used by area foreman John 
Anderson to tackle the rough 
slides. He was backed up by a 
crew of six or seven men 
working in two shifts. 
Howard 
Will 
he 
rul  
Cont'd from Page 1 
admits he has never gone 
beyond grade 10 in school. But 
' he's a honor graduate from the 
school of hard knocks. 
Already in the leadership • 
campaign are NDP deputy- 
leader David Lewis, a lawyer; 
Ed Broadbent, a professor; 
John Harney, alabor leader and 
Jim Laxer, a Toronto college 
lecturer. 
"I'M A LOGGER" 
When asked his profession, 
Howard quickly replied: "I'm a 
logger". 
That was just one'of his hard 
• hats before entering politics as 
provincial CCF MLA for Skeena 
in 1953. 
"I worked at all sorts of jobs. 
I'm pretty proficient as an iron- 
moulder and they're getting 
extinct...I had blasting papers 
when I worked underground (in 
mines) when I was21and 22 and 
I've logged," Howard said. 
The leader of the NDP should 
be a man of the people with a 
good rapport with both blue 
collar and white collar workers 
and an understanding of their 
needs, Howard said. 
NO IVORY TOWER 
"He can't shut himself up in 
an Ivory tower and put himself 
above the people." 
"If I ac~pt he challenge (the 
leadership race) what do I have 
to offer?" Howard asked. 
He paused for a moment, hen 
said, "Several things." 
Among them, he listed his 
knowledge of the north, its vast 
potential and its people. 
"People here are more down 
to earth and they are closer to 
nature," Howard added, "This 
rubs off on me," 
TAKES JAB 
Indirectly, he appeared to be 
taking a jab at the four 
leadership hopefuls, all of them 
academics and too close to Bay 
Street (Canada's financial 
capital in Toronto) to be in 
touch with the common working 
stiff. 
"The NDP is a party of the 
people," Howard added. "I feel 
it's part of my duty to see that it 
remains aparty of the people; a 
broad, cross-section of our 
population." 
Howard said he takes the 
pioneering spirit of the north 
with him to Ottawa where he 
lobbies for more development 
on what might be called our last 
frontier, as well as fighting for 
individual civil rights. 
RIGHTS FIGHTER 
"The basic tenant of 
democratic socialism is that it 
has respect for the rights and 
freedoms of individuals and 
that that state should not in. 
fringe upon these rlgbls," 
Howard said. 
"I feel it is my duty to uphold 
this tenant," he added. 
Howard also talked about 
buying back Canadian of 
Canadian Industry, hinted at a 
platform of putting more!  
Canadian control in all unions 
and keeping Canadian money In 
Canada. 
Howard,' an  IWA member, 
quickly reiterated; he-•was not 
"at this time" a candidate for 
the NDP leadership. 
He admitted, it was a definite 
~_~ibllity," but he added: 
. ~,n*annoUncement now would 
"be premature." m 
Crews were worked clearing 
the road for about 86 hours, but 
they had it opened after 21 
hours. Vehicles moved 
cautiously past the cleanup 
operations. 
LONG HOURS 
MacDonald said his crews 
started risky clearing 
operations late Wednesday. 
They worked all day Thursday 
and didn't finish the job until 2 
a.m. Friday. 
Extra snow was dumped all 
along the highway by a 
Canadian National Railways 
clearing diesel equipped with a 
plow. 
The highway threads through 
the Skecna Valley between the 
CNR right-of-way, just a few 
feet above it, along the sides of 
the valley and the Skecna 
River. 
INTO SKEENA 
Snow and debris was dumped 
into the river by the highways 
crews. 
Two truck plows were also 
used in the operation. 
In the wake of the slides, bus 
passengers were left stranded 
in Prince Rupert, Prince 
George and points in between 
until crews carved a route 
through the debris. 
Greyhound's Canadian 
Coachways buses were held up 
at the Prince Rupert and Prince 
George terminals, said Lea 
Bryant, Greyhound bus station 
agent in Terrace. 
The CNR got off lighter. 
HAD 'LUCK' 
It was learned that the CNR 
runs six passenger trains 
through each week. Luckily, no 
passenger t ain was scheduled 
Thursday, when tracks were 
blocked. I 
MacDonald said roughest 
points along the road were at 
the 20 mile and 45 mile section. 
Local highways crews are 
responsible for road main- 
tenance 63 miles west from 
Terrace and east, 25 miles. 
Bryant praised the swift job 
of clearing the road and said a 
bus was able to leave Prince 
Rupert around noon Thursday 
and pulled into the Terrace 
depot at 4:15 p.m. -- a little ever 
two hours late. 
About the same time another 
bus left Prince George for 
Prince Rupert. 
Icy conditions east of here 
was said to make driving ex- 
tremely hazardous. 
SLOWED DELIVERY 
The delay also prevented The 
Herald from •home delivery as 
usual Thursday. 
Although the newspaper is 
made up locally, it is sent to 
Prince Rupert where its sister 
newspaper, The Daily News, 
runs off The Herald on its press. 
~lowever, newspaper crews 
were busy getting yotlr paper on 
the newstands shortly after the 
bus arrived late Thursday. 
FREIGHTS STRANDED 
Although there was no 
passenger service on the CNR 
Thursday, nil freight trains, 
ranging from 60 to 100 cars, 
were held up. 
A source said there•are about 
three freights whistling through 
each day each way. 
However, when the tracks 
were cleared, extra cars were I 
hooked on to the temporarily. 
stalled freights in an effort to 
return to normal schedules. 
" I t  wi l l  take us a long time to 
catch up," an informant said. 
It was Spring 
--for.. awhile 
Cont'd from Page 1 
son said, temperatures bad 
:been normal for this time of 
year: in the low 20's at night 
and the high. 20's d~ring the 
day. "~ ** 
• .~ BA]eMY .... 
The fl0W Of .warm, Wet:ai'r'* 
boosted temperatures in the 
Terrace area up to the 40's and 
at night the temperatures did 
not go below freezing until late 
Friday. 
Tharppsonsaid the tern- 
perature did not go below 39 
degrees overnight Thursday 
and early Friday for "a record 
high low for this date." During 
the day, it edged up to 43. 
"The record high tem- 
perature for January in 
Terrace is 40, recorded on 
Jan. 30,1962," Thompson said. 
The highest daytime tern-" 
perature ver recorded on Jan. 
7 (Thursday was 46'in 1963. 
The assistant weatherman 
said Terrace's normal 
January rainfall is two-and. 
three quarters of an inch. 
PRETTY DAMP 
"In the three days of the 
warm spell, the official 
rainfall at tile airport was one 
half an inch," but it was an J 
inch or more in many areas, 
particularly the lower areas," 
Thompson said. 
Out on the coast, Thompson 
said Prince Rupert out- 
drenched itself for this time of 
year. 
He said Prince Rupert's 
normal average rainfall in 
Januurz:~ 3;22 inches: In the 
warm spell's ti~ee days, 2.05 
• inchea ofT~in4clL.., - . . . . . .  
Freezing Taln temporari ly 
hit in the Terrace area making 
driving extremely hazardous. 
A number of minor fender* 
benders occured. 
INSTANT FREEZER 
Thompson said freezing rain 
is caused when rain falls from 
a warm flow of air through a 
cold trough of air in low lying 
:~alleys...sort of an '?instant 
reezer". It falls as Fain, but 
becomes ice the moment it 
comes into contact with a car 
or the road. 
Roads were reported ex. 
tremely dangerous east of here. 
Near Vanderhoof, RCMP 
were forced to close off High. 
way 16 at a particularly 
hazardous pot for several 
hours. 
Cool, clear pleasant air. 
lifted the Clouds Fz'iday, 
cooling Saturday and turning 
colder Sunday, clouding over 
with some snow. 
If wives really dressed 
o please their husbands, tholed 
be wearing last year's clothes, 
BOTTOM'SUP. This.ioggingskidderwentheadover.heels at the foot of Cresent Drive in Thornhill. 
Hospital's 
chronic 
problem 
Cont'd from Page 1 
malnutrition and it's bard to 
say~" Mills said. 
86 BEDS 
Right now, Mills Memorial 
has 86 beds and last Friday, 81 
of them were filled. Mills 
characterized that as  an 
average day. 
If an emergency occurred, he 
said, and beds were needed that 
discharged patients were using, 
extra beds would have to be set 
up in hallways. 
He added that of those 86 
beds, only 24 are allocated for 
children. In addition, 12 beds 
are Used *for maternity, three 
for intensive care and the 
remaining for general pur-' 
poses. 
Ski warning 
is issued 
[ Warning to Skiers:' avoid file 
slopes until you have had time 
to rest up from the trip to get to 
them. 
The B.C. Automobile 
Association says that a large 
percentage of each season's 
skiing accidents are attributed 
to skiers who are not physically 
or mentally up to the vigorous 
demands of the sport. They are 
usually tired from having 
[raveled for hours to get to their 
t rad i t iona l ly  remote  
recreational destinations. 
An increasing number of ski 
facilities are urging their 
patrons to get used to the 
change from being in a vehicle 
for a prolonged period of time 
before attempting to challenge 
mountains of snow and ice: . 
They suggest intermediatb 
rests of brief to overnight 
duration, depending upon the 
extent of the customer's in. I 
coming journey. 
Weekend skiers obviously in a 
hurry to "get there, ski and get 
back" are advised by BCAA 
travel e~perts to slow down, 
take it easy ~nd realize that the 
mount, aln will wait • for you. 
ELECTRONICS (TECHNICAL) 
INSTRUCTOR 
REQUIREDAT ...... ~,, 
B.C. Vocational School . Terra©e 
i i// ' 
COMMENCING FEBRUARY !,  1971 "-:  
• . , • . 
DUTIES:  
To instruct Electronics ((Technical)  students in a wide.range of Subject matter;  
related to the preSent'electronics field. Preference'will be given to "candidates with ' , .  
recent experience in Brit ish Columbia so as iov~ork with ~nd develop industrial 
contacts. - . . . . . .  , . • . . . .  . 
QUAL IF ICAT IONS:  
• • . - ' , • 
A good knowledge of basic electronic theory and mathematics is required as, well as .  
a wide rangeof  maintenance eXla~rlence. Par t i cu la r  st~ss w i l l  placed on both Mob i le  :' 
Communications, FM and ssa ;  a~d Ml~l:Gwave'.SysteMs~ " ~ * . . 
This is a Civi l  Service position within the Technlc~-i ' Branch, ..Oeparfment of 
Educat ion. -  • . :. , . . . .  
- , , ,  i :  " :  . . , ,  : . . , .  , - .  
. , , , . "  . :  
• [ .  
• " ' oL '  ' 
Selary ranging from $005 O0 to S1,055 O0 per monthr de nd "' • . . : pe ing on qualifications O~Ncl. .experience,. plus SIS.00 per month Northern Allowance. " : 
Apply immediately to: :Pr inc ipal ,  - . . . . . . .  ,- ' " ' i 
• ' • ..... B .C . : ;v~i t i~a l  ~chooi:  ~errace~" ' :~;' .: 
. P . 'OE" , I~ IX  '7261 ' " ! • . " i  " '  
rem/c i~B:C . . '  . ., • . . . .  
. .  _o  
! 
No one was injured in the aeeident...Staff photo. 
i t ; '8  ::, f _ _ . _  ma i l y  a f fa ip . . .  
I 
so.rr.,ms worn w nMs rein ..,our AmU ii] 
SHIFT PRESS SALE i 
WE'VE DONE :IT AGAIN ! We've put together a fabulous coil- .;'~'/ 
action of shift dresses and attached the tiniest little price ..~,, ' 
tags you ever didsee, And for this little price you get a " ' 
choice of the most colourful Spring prints, themost beautiful 
Spring styres.and: as a SPECIAL BONUS-they're all Perman. 
ent Press. What more could you ,ask? .... made of famous Play- 
mate cotton, and that ineans washable,.,and we (Io have your 
size, S-M-L and a great assoflment of Oversizestyles,. 
, ,~ f  
i '. Oversize V A L U E "  ,~i TO SHinS rok SHIFT 
| 
I 
. . . . .  Shop With E Jan. 11-25  . . . . . .  ~i ,~,, .... 
Say "Charge It Please ase, 
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 Colcel execut iVe  
;p rOmot ion  gets  
I 
Or jan Burchardt  
George  W.' Scrimshaw, 
president and chief er.ecutlve 
officer of Columbia Cellulose 
has announced the Promotion of 
Or jan Burchardt. 
Burchardt has been appointed 
Corporate Director of Pulp 
Manufacturing, and will be 
located in the Colcel's office in 
Vancouver. He  will be 
responsible for overall 
supervision o f t  he company's 
pulp mills located in Prince 
Rupert and Ceatlegar~ 
Bur chardt, who joined 
Columbia Cellulose in its nor- 
them pulp operations at Prince 
Rupert in 1967, has a Masters 
Degree in chemical engineering 
from the Royal University of 
Stockholm. He held managerial 
positions in the pulp industry in 
Sweden. 
JOB'S da ugh ters 
crown new queen 
The local chapter of Job's narrator Julie Roper reading 
Daughters hold its installation the "Light of Life" as the girls 
of officers recently, walked in and stood forming a 
Attending the ceremonies cross in the center of the room. 
were friends, Masons, Eastern The officers were crowned and 
• Star, Shriners and the DeMolay robed and assisted to the east. 
from Prince Rupert. The honored queen was also 
Installed as honored queen presented a gavel by her great 
was Karen Wright. Fief•term aunt, Mrs. Harry Sandherg of 
~iad that of the other officers is Everett, Washington, by her 
for six months. " mother. 
Other officers are: Sandy 
Place, senior princess; Gail I=~ s r ' t=ra  i t'~ 
Redmond, junior princess; [=~ I ~f /H  
Karen Place, guide; Avis I.~ l l , t i l  I 
Agnew, marshall; Lauren . . . . . . . .  
Dubeau, chaplain; Laura x~orn at ~znJS naemoriaJ 
Dando, recorder; Norma Hospztal to: . 
I Mr and Mrs James ~aurra, Dando, musician and Ehe an • . Y 
n**,o ,~.,~**,,,.o,. a son, on January 6 
. . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . .  Mr  - tth and Mrs Thomas Denms The installation began w' • _ . _ ", 
• a son, on ,January ~. 
Mr. and Mrs. James 
"~ ~r •-  ~..1 Wellington, a son, on January 7. 
luan  coargeu ~r.  and Mrs. Norman Car- 
son, a daughter, on January 7. 
after crash . .  Mr and Mrs Bikur Gosal, a 
son, on January 7. 
Two cars received a total of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Byers, a 
$500 damages in a collision on s~, on January.8. ~ . 
Lakelse Avenue Tuesday. ~r. and mrs. uresp baunway, 
Charged with failure to use a son, on January 8. 
due care was Peter Lucin. His COM--U ~ I v l  NI~ FARM 
car struck one driven-by James . . . . . . .  
Olsen. An tsraed-swm, communat 
• The accident took place as farm will be set up in the Phil- 
O,sen was about to turn into the ippines with the help of Israeli 
• Dog and Suds parking area. experts, officials said in Tel 
Aviv. 
A PUPPET AND A GADGET aid Toastmaster lights to let speakers know when their time is up;, 
Robert Westover in quieting some of his more And for the more persistent, his puppet Rabid 
windy colleagues.. V/estoverbullt the box with shnws them what they sound like...Staff phot 0. 
L t lad']es A1 a • ates c n 
• 1 ult  gives cur  lng  res s 
Bar  ' - -  Terrace Ladies Curling Club tlett, 17; Fi.~her, 14; Barry, 
standings toweek ending Jan 9 14;  Rowland, 132~; Kirkland, i~ ,~m ~r~ 14  .@- 
are: • 1.13~&; blurie, 9; Anderson, 7~/z;  ~!-d~l l ,  I. 
Manson, 5 ~/z, McGhee, 5 ~ Tuesday Afternoon Leagues: [ . . . . . . . . .  ~ 
• ~ . Tnursaay ~gut  ~eague. 
Smith, 17~ points; Judd, 15; I Day- 29 ~ints" Beckl ..... ~, A $25,000 contribution to the 
• "urnseth, 12; Braathen 9; ~' P" ' ~ '  "-~' buildin fund " " ,-,:~t^..z ,,. ~, . . . . . .  [ Melanson, 25; Gravelle, 2x; . g• bemg raised to 
,..,.~qu,?, ,, ~,oo~,, ~. • [ Demr~ster 16" Sm'th g. • ~, construct a new Geological 
weanesaay  mornzng r , , ~ ,L, Km=, Sciences Ce , ........ ~ ,~ ,0 ~^~.,o. I 13; Woode, 12 McKinnon, 12;; . . . . . .  enter at the 
• . ,~a~u,~o.  ,~ . , , . . ,  xu l~v . ,~o,  ~ - -  . . . . . .  un ivers i ty  oz  u r l t i=h  t~n l l imh;a  
McKinnon, 16; Kutenics, 16; ] uo~o, zl; ulson, lo; was ann~ul~eed "b7A~ln~l~ 
• • t~imeorandt, 8 Dodd, 15; Brown, 9; Bttchle, 5 . . . . . .  '. . . . . . . .  Eomnunv of ~nnndn 
, , ,~a .~.~. ,  ~f t . . .oon  un uec.  zo, me la(]les nag me. _ ".. - - -  -.-" . . . . .  . 
vv ,~u.©a ua .~ ~ ~t .  • An/Mean S " v . . . . . . .  ~ ' "1  ~--z 22 -^in *o" draw on the curling sweater . .. . .pol~esman stud the 
' L~"h"~"  ~ ' -  "~,  • ~ ~,  • donat ion ,  to ~e 'made in three raffle and the winner was Greta Bartlett, 19; Clifford, 16; Davy . . . .  ~ual annual insto~mo-t . . . .  
8," Furnseth, 7; Olson, 7; t~anma. .--...m-'~sda . . . . . . . . . .  3 , i l  recugtm,on~"'-~"~-'ox me "?°
Richards, 0. . . . "When~s ~ob next need for larger, more modern 
• ~esaay Thursaay alornlng ,, ,, ~ fa ht ' cz ms at Canada s leading " summer, he said, I will have . . . .  
/ * • PAGE 3 
Fatter _L_ _ _  . . . . . . . q u e s  
 nemp!o yed 
t ,  
Terrace and area residents In announcing the Lnc~ spek~man, is expected by July 
1 under wldch payments to 
workers with dependents would 
• who are  elegible for. unem- 
placement ins tance  are hap[Sy 
to see a few ext ra  bucks on their  
unemployment insurance 
cheques. 
Benefit payments from the 
UIC were boosted by 10 per ceizt 
Jan. 3 - a nice little New Year's 
gift from Ot tawa. . .  
The announcement was made 
in the House of Commons by 
Finance Minister Edgar 
Benson. 
"For more than half of all 
unemployment insurance 
claiments," said a UIC 
spokesman, "the increase 
means an additional $20 
monthly during the winter 
months." 
last imonth,. Labor Minister 
Bryce Maekasey said the 10 per 
cent 'boost' would place more 
than $54- million in purchasing 
power in the hands of unem.' 
idoyed Canadian workera. 
There's more good news too. 
New legislation, said the 
range as high as $1oo weekly. 
" Under the previous chedule, 
weekly payments ranged from 
$13 to $42 .  The new set-up 
boosts this to $14 for the lowest 
paid unemployed worker to $46. 
His Car 'baCkbiting' 
Police have charged a becking from a driveway when 
his car was struck by another. Terrace man following a 
collision on O]sen Avenue last 
Monday. 
Charged with backing while 
unsMe was William Schopen. 
Police said Schopes was 
car driven by Graham Burkett. 
The accident occurred about 
12:40 p.m. Neither driver was 
injured but the vehicles 
received a total of $600 
damages. 
League: Davy, 27 points; 
Richards, 23: Myers,. 20; had enough of 'anything goes'.' . . . .  
TILLiCUM THEATRE 
Proudly Presents . . . .  - -  
: -  AT 
,,,0..,0,. THE DOWNTOWNER .,ono .,040 
~i{ ~F ~F ht ~ ~ ht ~t ~t ht ~t ~t ¥ ~ ht ~t ~t ~t N- ~t ~t 
Now Playing January 10 - 16 *•  
"PATTON" 
~ff,  Starring George C. Scott as General Patton ' 
]P~ Karl Malden as General Montgomery 
~ k  Showt ime One Show On ly  
- J an .  11 - 16 8 P.M. Sunday 9:15 P.M. ~ i~ 
~ Coming January 17th- January 23rd 
"~ Starring a ee Marvin Jean Seberg Clint Eastwood 
Showt ime Sunday  January  17th -  9 :15  p .m.  
• J anuary  18th  - 23rd  - 8 p.m. on ly  
Terrace International Truck 
. - . .  • • , - 
And Equipment 
Are pleased to announce that 
Ltd. 
MR, E.S. (TED) CLIFFORD joined the parts staff of this Company. 
Ted has been in the parts field for 18 years and is efficient and skilled in the parts business. 
We have a good stock of timken and spicer partsl, also good selection of exchange units to f i t  
all makes of logging trucks. 
BRAKE BLOCKS 
' ' i 1 AND BRAKE PARTS 
STEMCO SEALS " 1 
/ 
" L "  \ 
WHEEL STUDS • 
COL. TRAILER SUSPENSION 
BRGS" & SEALS 
HEAVY DUTY EXHAUST 
M.G.M. BRAKE CHAMBERS 
SLACK ADJUSTERS ~ ~'i . -  
HYDRAULIC HOSE , ( '  
-~  * ' ?  
?~PADS AND TRUNION RUBBER ...... 
FILTERS & BATTERIES 
PARTS ~ FLEX PiPE ETC. 
AND REPAIR • PARTS • 
EXCHANGE CLUTCH 
, AND.:FITTINGS • ,~: 
,. ~ ;~ ' . "~ " -  " . ' , "  .~'" i , : ~;~ 
" " ~ " ~ ' ' '  :'~ '': '*:'~L'i:' ~ ALLTYPES . . . .  
~ - : , ,~ . - . .  . .  , , ,~  - . - - ~ ,  
! 
+ ? 
• ~!;~ 
k • 
• . . . .  
~ : 
A ttrac ti Oe Prices 
t ,  
" ,  Our!~parts Dept. look forward to I. serving ~ you. In ad~iitiont .we have ~a large~stock! ~of m!l!~ Supply 
• .prock~ts•,irol!er:chain, & parts we!d inhUbs, taper :bck. bushings,,,pulneysdoobne&isingle;piilo~ 
i~:i ~ : paHi~ b0itS &nUtsbtc,: iand 'many 0ther.! iines(i)het W]il interest you. we:arehere : t0  serve  you~i 
anytime, for  after ~ho0rs . . . SerVice Call anyOf  these ~nt/mbers,±_ M.C,~ (Milt,):Algell 635.S371'*'|.S. (Ti 
635,-2794, John Merrlotrt 1 6 3 5 - 5 9 2 4 , ~  D . A .  Buan 635,soTb,; = • ,,~, '~  t ' ' ' ' '  ' '  1~" . '., "~ ~. ,  " ~ * ~ ' 1 '~r~' 
; - : "  7]:~ ~:~:~7:~,!:~':~ii~,~;;,ii~,~:,'~',~':~  
:Oi l  :on ,  ;lUI$:' 
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"By HEV. K. NEILL FOSTE! ~ 
OUR OPINION 
Unity and love 
Your daily life is your temple and your 
religion. 
Whenever you enter into it takes with you your 
all. 
Takethe plough and the forge and the mallet 
and the lute, 
The things you have fashioned in necessity or 
for delight. 
For in revery you cannot rise above your 
achievements nor fall lower than your failures. 
And take with you all men: 
For in adoration you cannot fly higher than 
their hopes nor humble yourself lower than their 
despair. 
And if you would know God be not therefore a 
solver of riddles. 
Rather look about you and you shall see I-Iim 
playing with your children. 
And look into space; you shall see Him walking 
in the cloud, outstretching His arms in the 
lightning and descending in rain. 
You shall see Him smiling in flowers, then 
rising and waving his hands in trees. 
Gibran was speaking of religion. His 
God was inherent in nature; in all that 
we are and all that we do and all that is 
around us. He was also writing of 
humble unity man must share under 
God, and with God, for God and love of 
God who lives in all of us. God, 
however, means many things to many 
people. And that's where the problem 
lies. 
For many of us, our lives have 
become secularized. We call ourselves 
Christians, but our view of God is seen 
only through our,particular church,~ or 
seet,~within the broadest term of 
Christianity. In effect, we for the most 
part believe that OUR church is the 
RIGHT church. 
God is love. And yet we see 
protestants and Roman Catholics, both 
calling themselves . Christians, 
viciously attacking with stones and 
molotov cocktails in the streets on 
Belfast and Londonderry. 
On one hand we have The Masons, a 
tightly-knit group of protestants fer- 
vently believing they are superior to 
Roman Catholics and yet there is the 
Knights of Columbus, believing 
Catholicism is the only way to heaven. 
Not only do we secularize ourselves 
into various churches, each trying to 
find "the only true way, but we blindly 
condemn others in our society for a so- 
called agnosticism or athieism who 
may, for all we know, find God, or 
Truth, in their own way; and, if they 
are creating a positive good, who are 
we to condemn smugly from our pews 
and pulpits. Is there not love, warmth 
and goodness, a belief in a cosmic 
awareness that we may roughly 
translate as God in the other religions 
in the world? 
This month, the Anglican Church of 
Canada is holding its 1971 General 
Synod in Niagara Falls, Ontario. This 
--Kahlil Gibran, 
From 'The Prophet.' 
found the light of God burning within us 
with compassion and love and trust 
and faith. We do not give. We take. 
But why do civilized cultures have 
any religion at all if we do not practice 
what is preached? 
The challenging concern is how man 
can find a way to live in peace and 
harmony with his fellow man. And just 
what is the moral attitude of man 
today? Perhaps we are still primitives 
in the overall scheme of a Supreme 
Being, or Power we call God. 
~ God, also is a S6~ of "cosmic 
awareness"; a kno~vli'igl 'd~p within" 
the wellspring of our knowledge, that 
we are part of an enormous, orderly 
plan within the universe. 
In our primitive religions of today, 
we conceive this as our personal 
"God", who is the creator of the World 
and who embodies in perfect form the 
moral virtues of justice and love im- 
plied in sincere committment o the 
Golden Rule. In other religions, this 
might take the form of a cosmic ex- 
tension of the moral law or a super- 
personal One transcending the ex- 
perienced world and all it contains. 
To be aware of Self l of achieving 
union with God, or a cosmic 
awareness; that is, self-evident Truth, 
perhaps we may find that we do have 
soul• 
It is then man may find the power to 
respond to feelings and like ac- 
cordingly to a supreme moral ideal; to 
realize harmony with a Divine Being 
embodying that ideal. It is the core of 
one's personality-it is that in him 
which is most real and of greatest 
value. 
In liberating "oneness" with God, or 
a "Supreme Being", with that tran- 
scendant reality, we may become 
capable of a joy beyond our wildest 
dreams. 
. . . . .  
"You  D ID  she lve  that  o1' 6% gu ide l ine ,  huh ,  John  . . ? "  
:. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: :: :: :: ::: .' : :::::i.'.:.'.i:i:.::.:~.q~:;::.::::..::.':.':.'.'::.--.':'. :::.':::': .': '. .':. :: ::: :':.:.:-:T:.:-:.:v:....v.v.v.v... . . . . . .  . .  . .... . .. .. 
Thank goodness for work She chortled at the irony of it with the general slobbiness of  washed dishes until I couldn't 
The Scottish soccer disaster 
has stunned the world; sixty-six 
persons died and many were 
injured, when steel crowd- 
control barriers in a Glasgow 
stadium gave way before 
frenzied fans. 
Afterward, British papers 
were filled with recriminations 
and one editor rightly observed 
that the teams pay more for one 
super-star than they would ever 
spend on improved facilities. 
True. And .thought- 
provoking. Most people would 
agree that no sporting event is 
worth even one life. 
When the contest is over and. 
the feelings have subsided, a 
game has done nothing but 
entertain people. 
But it gets in your blood. And 
sometimes it exerts a negative 
influence. 
Often there is a fascination 
that makes sport, to borrow a 
phrase, an opiate of the people. 
We'd have to ~agree with 
Paul 's  statement, "bodily 
exercise profiteth a little, but 
godliness is profitable unto all 
things." 
Mind you, once in a while we 
and routine. They're the best 
therapy there is in the 
neurotic world we •live in. 
The highly-t0uted "holiday 
season" should be enough to 
make a great many people 
agree with me. 
Looking back, I predicted a 
quiet holiday. And it started 
out all right. Kim came home 
from college a couple of days 
early, quite happy, just like 
her old self. But each day her 
face lengthened as she sorted 
the Christmas mail. Nothing 
for her. Day after day. 
all. 
Gentle grandad arrived and 
.... we settled in to spend a quiet 
Christmas Eve. All serene. 
PHONE RINGS 
Then comes a phone call 
from son Hugh, from some 
god-foresaken village in 
deepest Quebec. 
He and a friend had been in 
a car accident. The ear was a 
write-off, but they were beth 
alive. (They weren't even  
supposed to be coming home 
for Christmas.) 
They arrived the next day, 
all rack~dup andbruised and 
abras~'/~hd cu'L The only 
thing that hadn't  been 
damaged in the accident, it 
seemed, was their appetites. 
They got through about eight 
• pounds of our nine-pound 
goose. 
KEPT BUSY 
Then there was a round of X- 
rays of chests, calls to in- 
surance adjusters, and con- 
fessions that some people had 
six essays overdue, that 
others had an exam right after 
the holidays and hadn't done a 
, tap of studying and that others 
were out of a job. 
This was all very good for 
my wife's nerves. Combined 
the young people - they all 
smoke makings and there's 
tobacco all over the floor; they 
eat and drink coffee in a 
continuous process for 24 
hours and never wash a dish; 
their clothes are draped all 
over the house; and the hi.fi 
goes at a brain-shattering 
decibel count,  all this made 
her come down with what 
seemed like stomach 'flu but 
to me was a break-down. 
SNARLED 
bear a TV commercial about 
the beautiful hands you have if 
you use Ivory soap. 
And didn't have time to 
watch TV anyway. 
And would come down in the 
morning to read my paper and 
find that the young gentlemen 
had seized a section each and 
were immersed in it and their 
third cup of coffee. 
But the worst thing of all 
was the complete lack of 
privacy. I am not anti-social, 
but I do need an hour or two a 
still play a creaky game of ice- 
hockey, but it's hardly im- 
portant and certainly not vital. 
And, we think, the fan who lets 
nothing interfere with his sport 
can never find God. 
He already has his own. 
Taxpayers 
Her secret desire~of course, .: 
was a message from • the loved 
one, who is spending the 
winter up around Hudson Bay 
somewhere. Nothing. She 
alternated between reviling 
him and glooming .about the 
place. 
DAY BEFORE 
The day before Christmas, it
came. long letter, so personal 
that she would read only bits 
to her avidly-interested 
mother. 
And the thing that really 
killed her was that in the same 
mall she received an equally 
ardent letter from a young 
man she's been seeing at 
university, •"Just to pass the 
time until Joe gets home." 
come out 
second best. 
With a smaller number of 
tax cases heard in 1970 
compared with 1959, the 
taxpayer's hare of wins in 
1970 decreased by seven per 
cent while the Minister held 
She threw up regularly. She 
• ~ ,couldn teat or Si'~p;~ She had~ 
nO energy. She,sn~led~,:.~ She~i; 
whimpered. ','~,~ : ~ '  ":~ 
As a result, I was bus ie r  
than the proverbial one-armed 
paperhanger. 
Talking to Kim about her. 
love life. 
Assuring Hugh that he 
wouldn't die, even though 
every time he cof~ghed it was 
like an arrow in the chest. 
Calling the doctor. Getting 
Alex in touch with insurance 
people. Telling my wife to get 
off her tail and give me a 
hand. 
DAD -COOKS 
And I cooked everything 
from the Christmas goose to 
the New Year's ham. And 
• The only privacy I had was 
when I locked myself in the 
bathroom, and- then my wife 
would, be shrilling from her 
bed, "Arethe dishes done? -
Who's going to vacuum the 
rug?. There are four loads of 
washing in the  basement!" 
The only other • private 
moments were when I went 
shopping. And baby, I.didn't 
hustle throug h the super. 
market. 
I strolled like a tired tor- 
toise, enjoying every volup- 
tuous moment of it. 
• All in all, it's wonderful to be 
back to work. " .i 
day., to ,escape from people, his own, says CCH Canadian 
read',~tli~,~sleep.~ :" ' .  Limited, national reporting• 
• '~ . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  authority on tax and business 
Out of 302 income tax vasest 
heard in 1970, the taxpayer 
won 70, (23 per cent of the 
total), the Minister won 197, 
(65 per cent of the total), and 
35 were split decisions. During 
1969, 332 income tax cases 
• were heard, of which the 
taxpayer won 100 (30 per cent 
of the total), while the 
Minister came on top in 216 
cases (65 per cent of the total) 
and 36 were split decisions. 
• A breakdown of the cases by 
CCH reveals that 222 cases 
were heard by the Tax Appeal 
Board (soon to be replaced by 
the Tax Review Board), six 
less than the previous year. Of 
More than 7.5 million visits to 
Provincial Parks during 1970 
surpasses all previous annual 
attendance r cords. 
According to the recreation 
and conservation department, 
the increase in use over 1969 is 
just under five per-cent. 
Camping in parks increased 
by more than 12 per-cent to 
7.5 million visit B.C, parks . . . .  
nearly 1.6 million camper- One park, Shuswap Lake, had Kootenay have the majority of nights, while day use showed a 
over 300,000 visits and two, their visitors from other 
modest hree per-cent increase Cultus Lake and Alice Lake, Canadian provinces. 
to just under six million visits. 
~lount Seymour Provincial exceeded.200,000 visits each. Lower Mainland and Van. 
'I~,enty-two parks, including couver Island parks are visited 
Park in North Vancouver has Barkerville Historic site and mostly by British Columbians. 
exceeded 700,000 visits for the Fort Steele • Historic site There has been little ei~ange 
year while Golden' Ears, near registered Over .100,000 visits. " in the type of accomn~odation 
Haney, had more than :500,000 ~ Place of residence ofcampers ' used by campers this year. visits during the same:period 
' on  a province.wide basis Tents are still the most 
remains much as it has been for popular at 40 per-cent with 
Y O U R  O P I N I O N  thelast five years with British eampor-typevehicles next at 
! .' Columbians leading at 59 per- 26 pei'-cent, and tent trailers 
• . cent, U.S. residents next with 23 and travel trailers tied at 17 per- time there will be a difference. Thenew man must beborn within Us, per-cent and Canadians from' cent each . . . .  
Members of the United Church of which is Christ living within us, and in Those  • heroes  rake  it in' other provinceslastwithl8per. : , . . . - .  
Canada will participate, and a dialogue our rebrith the Christ within us will The Editor, 
.. cent. ' ' AUTO INDUSTRY STATS 
com, se~ from the homeowners. Provincial Parks along the More than~ 52,S90 men and of the proposal of the merger of the two show its presence by the fruits of the The Terrace Herald, • . PHnce Rupert has received a Alaska' Highway• are visited • .women were employed by car 
largest protestant churches in Canada spirit, such as truthfullness, peace, Terrace; • B.C. lot of help from business firms predominately by Americans, makers in Canada ~and. paid 'a  will be conducted. 
for their recreational projects while those, in the East total of  $474.7 million last year. fearlessness and love, which then are Dear Sir: . . . .  
This is a small step, but a step the spontaneous expression• of our Iwish to make a few Com- mnadnyhave sponsored a good • 
nevertheless. True union with God can transformed nature, of them in the past. 
only come wi th  se l f less dedication to But f i r s t  we . . . , , . .  meats reg~dinga'  news item This generosity is sadly 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  ' , must stop squanming ann your editorial in  the laczihg in Terrace. ' .  
c mh~rU~l°~ :~lla~rrm~mns u~aer one among ourselves and join in complete Jvl.uary 4issue of The Herald. :~so, Kit,mat and Prince 
here ? union'nf"=f;- ""'~': From .umty ann communion, then go out in First, off: those• "Unsung Rupert have extended their 
• The . . . . . . . . .  ,~,1 rehgmns, all me world and meet our brothers ,,¢ Heroes who are  engaged m municipal boundaries several. " 
mankind, must be consumated man,, faiths u -' '1 --- ~-'--' ,L_, ,__.,,_ _._" snow removal,they are getting times o that there are no free 
• ,Y ~itu wt~ lallu u l~ ia l t l l  is a a aaron gooa wage and lots of •loading areas to sponge off Impossible? A brief look around the gift of God given to all of us re ardless overtime (at hme and a world is  enou h to • • g . . . .  half or them. Everyone a s a fmr g make a pesslmmt • • me . . . .  P Y.. ~. • . . __.  . of our race, creed.-or ehglon, re), Theyare simply doing a share of the tax burden in th 
out o f  the most optlmlsheal uptlmlst. One does  not have  to ~,oto  a s t ru t  regular, jo.b an d.the_r.e is nothing two cities, As long as we h~v e
• way, many o t  us  are sti l l  at the ,.._^.a _,. . . . .  ,_ ,_ ~_. , ,_. e, . ." unusual aooUtit. 'rneway ou "meseunor anizedar 
"ChurchonSundav  ehe ,,, ,~,,., ,~ ,, ,u~ ~:-urL : - tonnumspeacewlth his sound they are doin i t fo r f~!  . u rm g" . easoutside ~, at . . . . . .  ,,,,ua . . , . . g r .. of o umclpal boundarles'we le..^~ ^= . . . . . .  ,.. . . . . . . . . .  Y own God, in dam so-called begmmng of Youstate that the munici air will never 
~re~a~on 's 'ParPe~i .o~n~ne~.~en ~e Age of Aquarius -- -0 r  has :  1o tru_cksTthis '  ~tt~Yr ,:and the pro~l~e~ ~fh;g~r~e.s 
. . . . . .  ~ ~" -*'~ '~  ~miffntenment" .r no.nsense, "r.ney nave two atthe '~ Our education tax 'could be  
eanno~ eonuemn me eauren l'or its A union of the ' "  . . . . . . . . .  most.and the.rest are hired ~,redncedbyone-thirdtoone.half 
social benefits, especially in brin,,in,, ~ - . ~mgliean ann um.ma from lbeal trucking firms When ~ if ever on ' - ~ 8 UflUrC . . . . . .  y e in the School old folks together But  we still lie . n wou ld  be .a  smal l  oegmmng, necessary, i / .  ~ " ". District paid their'si~are. • 
_. .  ' , But, it is a be innin . • In your editoribl under the '~ I :have 'said this In I tWo 
~?t !  stealrn~ifoniy moral ly ,  We are An d in the I~ i~-lg~ God cr heading "Equalize Taxes" you previous letters to The Editor 
. ,  to . . . . . .  ,,,.,: others m ,,~, , , . _ , .~ .=-_~ ~g . . .  '..g.,: ...... eate.d: ..... made a few statements Which . and Still re a ." 
egotistical desire to Drove we are r 'ah, u,m heaven ann harm. 'rney are one m are ~misleadi-,, ' ~-, . . . . . . .  ,. • . . . . . .  ~ t. ~f the bmi.~s . . . . . .  
. - -  , l~ . . , ,  • ' . , .  . -~ .  ~f f i~t#.n~t  m IH  | i r i I i~  . i l l  Terrace were. l u l l  " • even ff we do not know what the e me same: :With truth , we may find go~ financial: shape because assessed ache ' Y 
and damnation we're talkin~ aboht 11 w mdomLWlt h WlS.~om,,.we may find ~.c~n bul. lt theltownisite (and .vdlue; s i z  e ar~ngvolt~n:hei ~, : . 
,-- . . . . . .  ,~ , -  .~ - ' peace  wH:nln ourse lves ,  Wimneace ,  We ~.u  mr.umroa~ paving in the eusiness, instead of getting " ~ .mwereauy  love one  anomer .~ Are we . • ' ' . ' ~ initial s~ e~) me b . ~ . . . .  . . . . .  . 
our brother's kee r?  or his 'a l l  will find God-and he'even on,earth. I f g ' y: ulit the : anse~ment i centives,:the~x. • PO • ..,, j er, • . . . YM~A and the arena ' ur • Chris . . . .  . . we continue, however• to la am . . .  . b den to the homeowner come , t was crucified for our  s ins '  sins . . . . . .  , ,  P Y g es,  . Since then Kitimat has b • ' .~ . . . . .  , . . . . .  . • , . . • hen be. substantially . reduc ,~ l . . .  
we cont inue  to commlt t '  s ins  ava imt  and  remain  ~vlded we can  only blame . self;sustaln~n,g~getting .its:,.~.yours truly; :~,: ; ,  ..~.~..:".:'/~ . : . . '  
nn hli~*~,,--:h~.~ . . . . .  '___ ,.= ~ _ .  ourselves Jar creat in Hell on earth revenus.~rom taxes On thein. DS Coo - - -  . . . . . . . . .  ty ~,~,..atl~= we nave  x~Ot ' g • .~...~ . . . .  i .  : .  . _ .  _ . .  .per, ' .~ ~: . : 
i ' -, : : :~ ''~ u~.~m! ~~omlu~;  :: ane, !, of ,:Terrace. i. - -' ' . : 
these, the taxpayer Won 48 
(same number as in 1969), the 
Minister 147 and 27 were split 
decisions: i 
In the Exchequer Court (to 
be known in' the future as the 
Federal Court of Canada), of 
52 cases heard in 1970 
(compared with 80 in 1969), 
the taxpayer, won only 17 
(compared with 47 in 1969), 
the Minister won 31 and four 
were split decisions. Further 
analysis of Exchequer Cotirt 
decisions indicates • that where 
the taxpayers appealed 
directly to the court he won 
10 out of 23, Where he, ap- 
pealed from a Board decision 
he won only seven out of 29. 
The CCH analysis shows 
that the taxpayer continues to 
fare poorly in the Supreme 
Court of Canada. Of the 13. 
decisions handed down he 
succeeded only once; in 1969 
he won four deci.qinn~ n,,t nr 19. 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.~:;:!~.:::~:::::.~z~:~.`~:~:~ .~,.:: , . .~..~.,.~ .. ~. .~.~.~:~>.:.~. `~:.: : w~ :~:~.~.:~:~:~:~..;.::~..~'~:`~<::~:~`::::~z::::~ - - ,- , , ,..  .. ,. - - . :  , , .  ' . ' / ,  ,i::: ~::  , . , , ~ ~: ~ . :,: • , ,  Li: ...... : 
~i " . . . . . . .  " ' ' '" n in n : '  ~ "~ :~ L ~ ~ ' '"  ": ~ ,  ~ [ TAKES EFFECT INSEPTEMRER : : 
7 ..... ~ +:  " ........ !: !: "::::t :7: ?:; : " 
Announcement was: made:i'" large h/ghway ' t rae~.tra l ler  qualify" in the specinlteata for l:separate'" lieeucas to  perllomi. ! : :  ~ss i f l~  I /¢an :nYSte in ' : '  ' :  ; : : " / :  :ti:'l ':: :~:' :~::'"':':~ ;i 
• : L~..YbY;theAtiorn~-~enoral's: i.comblnation~,; :bulles, large lilotorc, ydes drlverll. - ~ who are employed as ehau?; look alter, this do l le len~. , : :  
::::::::.:::.:.::::..~:!:i:~z!:!~!::~ii:!:.::i:!:~:.:~:.::::.::!:;:!:!:.:.:=i:i~.::.::i:.h::!:~:i:~:!:.::i:.::.~:.~:i:i:.~:i:i:i:i:F:i:!:i=!!i:i:i:!:~:!:!:~:i.~.:~:~:~i:~:!z!...i.i:~:i:i=~:i~:~:ii~::::::::::::::::::::~: • :,.~i umm o~ a pro~Inmatien made "trucks that earry  a grosa The . system of'  licence lairs. ;and there have. been• All persons who:  Imve:: h~lil 
On the second MOnday of '  snarled:. .... I don't sea :  ;~: :  ~ i : :  road.' ~ :~':~ ~! i en December i5, 1970 :by the: ~vehle]e weight o~'er 24,000 cinssificatlon which will be special categories to ~ver bus ehaufft~mi llceni:l~ i .  19'/0 mid 
:Lteutenant.Gov6rnor which will- !pounds,.and taxi .  SpeciAl sk i  carried out In British Columbia driv.e~ ~d taxi. dr ivers  and to to still operate as chauffeurs 
very.month we, the fearless, easily." r " ' : 7 Really freaky, man. Drmg into effect on Septeml~r: !tests will be required of the isthemethedagreedupenbyall quamy tor  mess llcences, will be required tc renewtheir 
msaaing press of Te trace The council, four tough men • , ~ : +÷:+ : I,: I971 Certain ame~dmenta .drivers who fit: within :these the Provinces of Canada t the certain types of skill testa nd chauffeurs licenses :in 1071 in 
~r. -what we aff~ti~nally and one tough woman; licked . Meybe what I'm trying ito n~ade;to'the Motor-VehicleAct : clasaifleatfonal and  medical re~nt meeting of the Provin- medical  examinations were the manner that has beeu the 
can "The non's non." . . . .  their lips In seething anger, say Is: th is :  you can :always in 1968,:. i :. ~ ' / ' :. reports will be n ~  to clal Ministers Responsible for required. However, the large practice up. to:now. The con- 
Sometimes.it's called Vic's ' • The.effect of the amendments: ~letermine, physical~ fitness to Motor Vehicle Administration. group of chauffeurs who fall version to the classified system 
every month e, the fearless, 
crusading press of Terrace 
enter-what e affectionally 
Folly. 
But to our gentle readers, it 
is the Terrace Municipal 
Council. 
Faithfully, we report their 
adventures in a manner 
suitable, we hope, to a family 
newspaper, such as The 
Terrace Omineca Herald; 
Sometimes it's fun. But 
mostly, it's dullsville. •
OTHERS? 
And, we wondered, how 
~thers would cover it, if given 
~he chance. 
Not everyone, we realize, 
;its on the edge of his chair, 
~yes gleaming pouring over 
Something had gone wrong. 
Their plan had been to kidnap 
the mayor and brutally work 
him over with a subdivision 
by.law. . .  
"Thought you'd damp me," 
oh, hissed Jolliffe, his black 
eyes glaring. An icy shivver 
ran up the council's collective 
back , . . .  
KOOL KAT 
Only the night before,' the 
.trtmt your good, old Terrace 
Herald for fair and unbiased 
reporting of council i n  our 
news,e01umns once a week. 
We: may be a l i t t le  old. 
fashioned. But,.welike itthat 
:way . : .  : : 
: Sign'in h bakeryi ,]~eeause 
of inflation, the name of our 
ffumpernickel.bread h s. been 
Is to bring in"a system o f  
~as l f led  Driver Llcences in 
British Columbia, Af ter  Sep--. 
tember I, 19-71, alT drivers- 
llcences will be classified ac-r 
cording to the type of vehicle 
the dr iver  i s  quail)fled to  
operate.. There will be s ix  
claaslficafious of lineneee .with 
special classifications, being 
assigned to the drivers of the 
~..operats the vehicles. 
Most drivers.: will fit in 'a 
category which will encompass 
passenger vehicle operators 
and the drivers of small and 
~.medinm sized trucks. Persons 
!.who fall within this category 
.... will not face any additional 
licensing, requirements than 
,presently exisL ".An additional 
.grouping covers persons who 
R is another step in the i)rugram 
to develop in all the Canadian 
Provinces uniform approaches 
to problems of motor vehicle 
administration. It .is expected 
that several other Provinces 
will be converting their driver 
licensing methods to the new 
system in 1971. 
It has been the requirement in 
within the class of heavy truck 
and tractor-trailer drivers have 
never been required to take skill 
tests or produce evidence of 
medical fitness. 
. The types of vehicle these 
truck drivers operate certainly 
requires that they display 
satisfactory skills and that 
there be periodic re- 
in  September,  1971 :- will 
eliminate the n e~l foi~ ::any 
further renewal of chauffeurs 
liceaces after that date. ; .  
The announcement from the 
Atterney-General's Office 
states that all Mot.or Licesce 
Offiees throughout ", British 
Columbia will have suRable 
forms to assist eha~feurs in 
mayor while wrestling at 
home w'ith his pet cougar, 
Keo! Kat, four masked men 
• and one woman" burst into his 
manly recreation room. 
"You're Coming With us," 
said one of the men, a white 
British Columbia to issue examination. The new obtainingtheirl9711icences" ' 
1 d " ' " ~ " "  " ' NEW LOWER PRICES 
)ur council coverage. So we 
~.hink there should be 
mmething for everyone. 
Like the sports fan. 
Over the air, it might go like 
his:. "Good evening, sports 
'ans, this is Raunchy Ray 
)ringing, live to you, council 
light in Terrace!" (applause 
'tom the bleachers). 
"There's the whistle and 
VIayor Jolliffe makes apass at 
~Irs. Cooper, but he's in- 
ercepted by GordonRowland 
vho sweeps the mayor off his 
set by his curling broom! 
'CLOBBERED' 
"The mayor tries to get to 
fis feet but is clobbered by a 
tream of adjectives in the 
~utfield. Mrs. Cooper makes a
~ower play, but, wait a 
ninute, sports fans, Jumping 
01lifts lives up to his name 
nd he comes down into the 
tretch and...oh, the ex- 
itement... {more applause, 
hood over his head, sticking : i  ' :~: '- " 
the loaded end e fa  curling. ~ -~ " 
broom into Jot)life's tough; " ,i :". i' ::;'} , 
tick-skinned back. ~ 
"Yeh," said the tough . . . . . .  
mayor. "You just try and get " " 
me." 
With one single Karate • 
chop, Jolt)fie cut down his 
attackers, whom he threw to 
the cougar to play with. 
But now itwas c0uncfl time. 
" I  vote no," he said, 
snarling at the council. 
NO OPERA 
And with that, the council's 
idea of having an opera house 1 
as a centennial project ended. 11 JoHiffe's plan of a wrestling- 
boxing arena was pushed 
through, thanks to the just 
plain guts of the tough mayor. 
+++ 
Now if Women's World 
covered council, it might 
begin something like: 
Pert Edna Cooper, radiant 
, !  
SALE DAYS C,U N N.-I N 6 H A'M 6 JAN. 14-16 
BUY .AT TH'ESE. LOW PRICES!" 
ome boos)...Alderman Clift 
nd Johnstone try to block the 
lucky mayor but he's over 
~e line with a veto fop the first 
ote of the game! 
"Council goes into a huddle. 
~ld Jumping Jolliffe circles 
iem flexing his muscles for 
nother ound. And here's the 
lay! Alderman MacDonald 
as a subdivision i  his hands 
in a midi-length beige pant-. 
suit with cute flairs and a 
pretty tie of red and gold slung 
loosely around her neck 
paused for a moment and 
smiled. 
Still smiling, she turned to 
the mayor of Terrace, Mr. 
Victor Jolt)fie, and said, 
sweetly: "Women's Lib is 
here to stay, buster, and don't 
nd he's flanked by Clift and you forget it!" 
[cAlpine, Jolt)fie runs in for ,,. "Now' Edna," replied the 
tackle_ but .Mrs, Cooper. is ;m male mayor, "F / i i ' sur~ ~a'fi';"' 
ght in there, using ": work something.oubwith your 
owiand's curling broom to help to better serve the female 
ipthemayor and thegameis population of our town," 
ed oneall. " 
" -F++ 
And what about the busy 
tan-on-the go who hasn't ime 
read all the council news in 
~e paper? 
He's able to catch a con- 
rased version on the TV or 
~dio news. 
'EVENING NEWS' 
"Harumph...good evening. 
~is is King Tutt with the 
IWS."  
"Council, in its meeting- 
onday, adopted a $3,450,000 
~ving program to begin in 
e Spring." 
"Members agreed to paling 
streets of Terrace with" 
ld after Alderman Mrs. 
ina Cooper said she wanted 
thing but the best for the' 
,micipality." 
'The local mayor 
sagreed, however, and. 
ggested asphalt, a type of 
ring used, he indicated, by 
)er hamlets in the provin- 
'A lderman Gordon 
~wland's uggestion for a 
mtennial t iddly-winks 
irnament in the curling rink 
LS unanimously approved by 
: good burghers of this 
mieipality. A date is still to 
set." 
+ + + 
$ 
low would Time Magazine 
idle council? Briefly, you 
nmy. 
'ERRACE, B.C. -- By 
Lizing a mind weli-brie[ed in
vious mach iave l l i an  
neuvors,' Mayor V.C.G. 
lifts of this Skoena Valley. 
nicipality placated already 
hly-taxed residents witll a 
,000 volley-ball and tennis 
Lrt. . . 
'actions in the municipality 
learlier declared that they 
dd raise $300,000 by raf- 
g off the chief magistrate 
order to  construct a 
seam, whichwould house 
~or tennis matches; bridge 
maments, bingo games, a 
wmobile track and ski hill. 
MINI'S OUT? 
"You can't stop us now; 
Vic...council is •over-riding 
your veto. The pant-suit 
bylaw is going through and 
mint's are out." she  said, 
firmly, before the whimpering 
mayor. 
+-I-+ 
Now, if one of the un- 
derground newspapers, like 
Vancouver's Georgia Strait, 
covered council. 
Those lackeys• of the 
Establishment sitting like. 
capitalistic pigs on that 
council in Terrace are full of 
you know what, dig? 
Like, dig it. This Jolliffe guy 
plays mayor, just like that. 
Tom Campbell and he .says the 
kids of this town need a place 
to let off some steam, oh?" 
Okay. So the council a~rees, 
They want this unhip coffee 
house deal with chaperones 
and ministers and the heat, 
like he probably means un- 
dercover narcs fro~ the 
mounties to hassle us over 
doing up our thing, dig? 
- Okay. This one alderman. 
His name is Johnstone. Like, 
he ain't with it. He says he 
thinks "all those damn hippies 
should get their hair cut and 
be forced to go to work 'camps 
if they can't get a job.", i 
Like, that.wOald up Our cool 
scene with copping all, this 
juicy welfare. He's a'real  
work freak. , 
Then a Mr. Rowland says, 
Give 'era sports, That'll 
l~eep the little creeps off the 
streets and teach 'era to curl 
and stuff like that. He didn't 
mean our hair, either. ' ' : 
We see it this way. Them 
kooks on that council aren't 
hip to where we're at. Lik% 
we all want to be different and" 
left alone to coilect .our 
welfare and smoke dope, dig?~ 
We're the revolution and '
we'i'e taking over/ dig ' it, 
baby? .Right on! r 4 . 4' " 
ORay.' S0 dig this,:my feil0w; 
aquarians. We slipped acid 
~ould have, said Mrs. Edna into their coffee and, oh boy, it 
~per, an alderman, seating was  weird; a real freaky 
~city for 80,000 persons, sce n,e. ' 
' NO RAFFLE  Joififfe kissed this woman 
h~ mayor, Mr. Jolliffe, ~Iderman and the other guys 
armed their imaeinatlve, were laugh;rig themselves 
ns~by not accepti~ng the a.llly an.d,: llke,.one, o3. them 
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~ WILKINSON 
Super Stainless 
BLADES . 
x JOHNSON'S ~ CHiL  ' , ~ m m i m m m m ~  ~ , 
. . . .  • ~ DREN S ' DELFEN FOAM ' FOAMY'  " !i II ~ BABY POWDER' 1 ~ [ •  .. . ~__ , :  ~a i  ~ R E F I L L  SHAVE CREAM • ~ 
tl .... . TK  K} I  9o?  l ? .  
1 . . ~  ]•.Chewable . Vitomms. J . ~ '  DIAPERASH. . h . 7 N fo,., , L00SELEAFo, ,, s.~FILLERS:" ! ' 
I 
.! . 1.7.,1 I! /q l  I t l  . ;i..n 
| ' ~ ~ N N I N G H A m ~ ' |  / "  aA]g  ~ " '  "=- I l l  I ~ / i  G.~ ' '  n i l ,  ( U . l  ~ * L l
~!~7~;~ :,..,, i:-' "';i ' ::~i 
, !/i,/:!./-i: ~! : l  
" ~D~-?~;'~: /'- :~tl~.n ' : : :  : : :  : :: ; : : : . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  
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HERE'S THE 1971 executive of the Canadian 
Legion of Terrace, Branch 13. Front row (left to 
right) Tom Kenna, William Griffiths, Poul 
Boglund, Derek Hales. 2nd Row (left to right) 
Harry Roger. Jack Hill, Ernie Hainstock, Bill 
Young, Bill Hood. 3rd Row (left to right): 
Stewart Brown, Bert Goulet, Jack O'Connell, 
Hank Harg, Angus Conchie, Ken Kerr and Wally 
Swanson. 
A HAPPY POSE, following the installation of officers for the 
Ladies Auxiliary to the Canadian Legion Branch 13 was made 
by, Front row (left to right) : Olga Waselowich, Billy Stickney of 
Kitimat, Eve Melnyk, Marg Potter, Betty Gair, Freddie Letwin. 
Back row (left to right): Bey. Dickie, Dorothy Fairclough, 
Dorothy Sheasby, Byrl Pelerson and Pat MacDonald. 
At  The  
L brary 
: : i~  + .:~ 
BY CLAUDETTE 
SANDECKI 
Shut Up And Eat  
Your Snowshoes 
by Jack Douglas 
C. P. Putnam's Sons 
Jack Douglas writes gags for 
Rowan and Martin and other 
comics, which should give you 
an idea of. the serious nature of 
this book. 
Seeking emancipation from 
the rat race of life in suburban 
Connecticut with its commuter 
train schedules, weekend 
cocktail parties, and rising 
taxes, Jack buys an island home 
m northern Ontario. 
With naieve hope he relocates 
along witl~ his Japanese wife, 
Reiko, Ms six-year old son 
Bobby, a pet wolf anda cougar 
only to find his isolated haven 
beset by other aggravations -- 
swamp instead of roads, 60 
below winter weather, and a 
scheming caretaker with an 
unabridged encyclopedia of 
imaginary ailments to choose 
from whenever work is men- 
t ioned. 
Though every bit as hilarious 
as his earlier books, 
Huckleberry Hashimoto and 
The Neighbors are Scaring My 
. ~Wblf, this one.is marred by the 
iibei;al use of.  .needless'. 
profanity, 'which makes it off 
. limits to young teenagers. - .  
÷+÷.  
It's a.,Wit|e Woodsman 
Who Knows What's 
Biting Him 
by Richard Frtsble 
: . Doubleday and Company 
KnoWn: fbr his' humorous 
articles; Ridhard Frisbie adds, 
to .his reputation at the same. 
time giving factual advice on 
': camping, from choosing a 
." hiking trail  I~ selecting basic. 
'!' eampl/ig eqtilpment and'even 
",'~ ~ to.s.wv!v.e if marooned on' 
t i le ~d~'~t: . . . . .  " .  
When you 
don't know who 
to turn to . . . 
TURN TO US WITH 
CONFIDENCE 
MacKAYS 
FUNERAL 
HOME 
Phone 635.2444" 
Terrace, B.C. 
i i 
Kitimaf 
T I AILER_ SPACE 
B+ 
I '  
Dear Ann Landers: ' There 
comes a (ime when each of us 
has reached the limit of his 
endurance--when we can take 
no more. My  time has come so I 
am writing to Ann Landers. 
I am a pianlst-organist. For 
years I've played for weddings, 
funerals, ann iversary  
celebrations, testimonial 
dinners, confirmations - - just 
name it and I've supplied the 
music. My bureau drawers and 
closet shelves are loaded with 
handkerchiefs (all . l ace -  no 
place to blow a nose), hand- 
painted vases, homemade 
jewelry and assorted pieces of 
junk. I have paid babysitters, 
driven hundreds of miles and 
put in dozens of hours 
rehearsing as  well as per- 
forming. 
Everyone says, "Your music 
made the event - "  or, "You set 
the tone, created the mood -'* 
High priase, to be sure, but 
after all is said and done there is 
no substitute for money. 
I hope every person who 
reads your column will offer 
CASH to the mu-4ician who 
"makes the event, sets the tone 
and creates the mood" and not 
assume that he or she will be 
insulted. Bean angel, Ann, and 
pr int  this. --Dizzy Fingers 
Dear Dizzy: Here it is - with 
an added word to you from 
"Angel." The problem can be 
eliminated by one frank sen- 
tence. When a musician is 
asked to provide music he 
should say, 'Td be happy to but 
I'm charging now ---" and name 
the fee. 
Dear Ann Landers: The 
woman who wrote to say she is 
proud of her husband because 
he had a vasectomy has every 
right to be. Not every man will 
do this for his wife. 
My husband is a World War II 
veteran. He was a Marine. To 
listen to him talk you'd think he 
fought he battle of Guadacanal I
by himself. Yet when I asked 
him 15 years ago to have the 
operation he refused - said I 
had no right to put him through 
that. He didn't mind putting 
ME through six di f f idult  
pregnancies, however. J 
+.  
out therewill see and get smart. 
--Peoria 
n l /  + :++++ 
• . .  . + : 
• • +- . i 
Landers . . . .  
Forthe Past several years we. : have talked to a physician 
have had separate +bedrooms. received reassurance. 
0urmarriage is a phony and we .Ignorance and fear arethe I 
both know it. I'm sure things i culprits here. I 'm sorry for 
would have been different ff he both. Even ihongh your c~ 
had had that operationwhen I bearing days are over, your 
begged him to. There's nothing life need not be. Consi 
you can ao mr. me, Ann Lan. counseling, with or without b 
tiers, but I hope you'll print this ' It can't hurt - -  and it mi 
letter so some of the sissy men help. 
TERRIBLE WINTER 
DearP.: I 'm sorry you didn't The Winter of the Rals (ri. 
write to me 15 years ago. I oters) was the name given in 
would have told you to take your Newfoundland to the winter ot 
Marine to the family doctor for 1817-18 when the land was 
a chat. Many husbands who plagued with famine, extreme 
fear this surgery invariably cold, destructive fires and food 
change their minds after they riots. " _ 
, ' -  F "  - v ~ : ~  ~'~'~ 
f ~  i~ Phone 635"6111 
"T .Stnu.R.Aur 
Canad.an & Ch.nese Foods 
The 
Open Mon. thru Sat.10.am to 1.am 
Sunday 10.am to 10.pro 
4642 Lazelle 635. 6111 Terrace B.C 
, • f : '  • /  / i '  
. r • . .  
-+o ~,,ar,~, ,January 13 . :i6 
OlttVt l"il'lt  
Ill AVAILABLE NOW 
1FIE 
COQUETTE 
g PHONE 635-5376 
. m  
5016 PARK AVE. 
PA RK A VENUE 
m 
TRAILER COURT 
Cedargrove Gardens . . . .  
To .... " + • . . .  Wish  : AnnOunce That ~ : 
. . . .  +~ . : - . . . ,  . ..+ 
nag ng " 
,, • " ; ; , ' "  ,, . • . 
Mr.  & Mrs.  8,. Har tman Willi' Be ' Ma  i The:40  ,Suites Complex ' 
- * • . ,  , , .  "+ ,L  , .  
" . As Of  J anua~: ) : /71 .  " ,; . - .  :: +,. :  ,i" .: : , ,  
" '  . . . .  " " 4 :  . : , : , :++, , . '  : i , .+++ .... ',., • Mr.  & Mrs.  Har tman 'Res ide  At  Suite. 108. .  530~Scoft ' ,i : ' , .  ' , . , , ,  
Of  The Ce¢ldrgrove. Gardens.  ~ '~ ~ : ~'+~. : +~ m:' .~ ,,+. 
PHONE:635 3648 : : "  + : ' : "  .... : :  " " i i  i~,p,~+~+,,~ . j , . : . .~  ~ , , ,~  , , .  : , ,+  + . 
Some !Of Tb New$u les  Are  ow Av  iabl " : : : : '  : ; ' :  i " " ' "  '~ " e t : N : ai  e For  Re~f .  . . . . . .  : : ' . ,  + , :  
:Th,, ~ :Aaa e " .... ' " " : " "  P lease  A t ,  Above  r ss. ~:,. : :  • . . . .  
• I I I  ' ' . . . . * J  -' ' ) .  , , . , ; ,  . . ; "  ' , .  ". . . . .  . , " .  
t, he,. 
bonapS,, te .... 
1888 
100% dyne/fibre synthetic wig, 
Hand made, washable, and it's 
permanently curled. WAS 29 .95  
coa+ et4a 
Jt by br/gitte' -: 
1: 88 
Synthetic ~achine made stretch 
wig, Has longer hair • a t  nape, 
sides and front. WAS 24.95 
• SALE PRICES 3 DAYS ONLY 
/:*~.. 
r i ! ! ! i-: ,:----- i 
• ~ / ~ - . l : ~ .  :,_ " *" l I . . " PHONE 635 6357 :.:! I 
~!:~e., r. FUtt:R~CKif&IC~T~:~tRSuty " ~)ngln~cana:,es. ili~}i~eN!i~~,ert~n, a~gllouu~tryndin~edryct~0~inrge L:igy~ollwRhM~T~Ns~ANnTyEpl:)art J .CROSS!IIdV.ORD PUZZLE::::: I, 
.if." " "~!~~!i! !'cL ' ~.:~)ia.;;ik.:..P.... :: .: 5.40,., ~!~:S.!~orsi~o.. !:: s~ .I~u,ln.~~~:I!!~TI!.....: ' i:!iii~l?,leld$!?gryha~Llll~id:r ;irr ~ 
/ '  
: )  
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• [] • . [] ml  tl 10:45 Chez Helene 
(CLIF AND SA VE): llP:  Mid-Day Matinee 
Monday. 
9:35 Mr. Dressup 
10:00 Canadian Schools 
10:30 The Friendly Giant 
10:45 Chez Helene 
11:00 Seasame Street 
!12:00 Mid-Day Matinee 
'The Gdmbler and the Lady' 
2:00 What On Earth 
2:30 Luncheon Date 
3:00 Take Thirty 
3:30 The Edge Of Night 
4:00 The Galloping Gourmel 
4:30 Drop-In 
5:00 Rocket Robin Hood 
5:30 Woody Woodpecker Show 
6:00 Hour One 
6:25 Closing Markets 
6:30 News 
6:47 Thornhill Realty & 
Weather Show 
6:55 Sports 
7:00 Family Affair 
7:30 The Mike Neun Show " 
8:00 Tne Partridge Famuy 
8:30 Front Page Challenge . 
0:00 The Bold Ones 
10:00 Man At The Centre 
ll:00 Tl~e National News 
I1:22 Viewpoint 
11:30 Night Final 
Sign Off 
' Tuesday 
9:35 Mr. Dressup 
10:00 Canadian Schools 
10':30 The Friendly Giant 
10:45 Chez Helene 
11:00 Seasame Street 
12:00 Mid-Day Matinee 
'Left, Right and Centre' 
2:00 Double Exposure 
2:30 Luncheon Date 
3:00 Take Thirty 
3:30 The Edge Of Night 
4:00 The Galloping Gourmet 
4:30 The Banana Splits 
5:00 Oops 
5:30 The Beverly Hillbillies 
6:00 Hour One Interview 
6:25 Closing Markets 
6:30 News 
6:47 Weather Show 
6:55 Sports. 
7:00 Reach For The Top 
7:30 Nancy 
8:00 The Red Skelton Show 
8: 30 Telescope '7l 
9:00 Storefront Lawyers 
10:00 Tuesday Night 
11:00 The National News 
11:22 Viewpoint 
11:30 Night Final 
Sign Off 
'Revolt of the Slaves' 
2:00 Double Exposure 
2:30 Luncheon Date 
3:00 Take Thirty 
3:30 The Edge Of Night 
4:00 The Galloping Gourmet 
4:30 Drop-In 
5:00 Favorite Things 
5:30 The Beverly Hillbillies 
6:00 Hour One 
6:30 News 
6:47 The Thornhill Realty. 
Weather Show 
6:55 Sports 
7:00 Gunsmoke 
i 8:00 Somerset Maugham 
Theatre 
9:00 N.A,C. Orchestra 
10:00 This Land 
1~:00 The National News 
Rent A 
FROM US 
TERRACE 
PHOTO 
4645 Lakelse 
635-5951 
WE RENT 
T.V.'S 
BY TItE 
WEEK OR THE 
MONTH 
Also Rent 
to Purchase 
$5.00 per week 
$10.50 per month 
CARPET• LAYING 
Phone 635-6560 
• . (mailing address) Copper CLty~ i.Box u4, Terrace 
Royals haven't home, 
but they've got puck 
The Terrace Royals, the local 
juvenile hockey team, will 
travel to Kitimat January 17 to 
match skills with their Kitimat 
counterparts. 
The game is being held at the 
Kitimat Arena and Game time 
is 10 p.m. 
The local boys say they would 
very much like to see Terrace 
hockey enthusiasts out for the 
game. 
There is also a lack of funds in 
the Minor Hockey League 
coffers for expenses such as 
equipment and, more important 
in our arena-less town, 
travelling, says juvenile coach 
Ernie Rasi. 
The juvenile team is forced to' 
hold their practices at the 
Kitimat Arena and the only 
times that are available and 
practicle for the boys are 
Sunday nights. Add the 
travelling costs and the $25 
hourly fee for the Arena and you 
have a good idea of the financial 
troubles the team is up against, 
he said. 
Anyone who can donate funds 
to the league is urged to do so by 
contacting Rasi at the Terrace 
Hotel. 
The phone number is 635-2231. 
If be is not available he asks 
you to leave your name and 
phone number so that he can 
contact you. 
Donations may also be made 
directly to the Terrace Minor 
Hockey League's bank account 
at the Bank of Montreal. 
Terrace residents are asked 
to show their support for 
community minor hockey by 
attending the game and by 
donating to the league. 
NEW VERSION 
The film Marion Brando is 
making now, The Nightcomers, 
is really a new version of Henry 
James' ghost story, The Turn of 
the Screw. 
11:22 Viewpoint 
11:30 Night Final 
11:40 The Late Show 
to be announced 
Friday 
it0:30 The Friendly Giant 
II'00 [ . Sesame Street 
112:00 Mid-Day Matinee 
i 'Five Miles to Midnight' 
2:00 Double Exposure 
2:30 Luncheon Date 
3:00 Take Thirty 
3:30 The Edge of Night 
4:00 The Galloping Gourmet 
4:30 Drop-In 
5:00 Skippy, The Bush 
Kangaroo 
5:30 The Beverly Hillibillies 
6:00 Hour One Interview 
6:25 Closing Markets 
6:30 News, Weather, Sports 
7:00 Klahanie 
7:30 Julia 
8:00 Laugh-In 
9:00 Tommy Hunter 
10:00 Ironside 
11:00 The National News I 
11:30 Night Final I 
11:40 The Late Show 
'Marty' 
ATORS'  
• • I lNew TV dra  ,m 
I ~L~?d~Y Giant That Vancouver probat~o, titled Bell ,~d S0n~e, ~anae w~o sta.ed th~s ~o.  in a 
; ; :~  Se'asame~treet and parole officer Rick and Bell (for telecast Feb. 21) CBC-TV Theatre Canada drama 
'Nicholson 'returns .to CBC and Pokey (Feb. 28). The first (In the Promised Land); he 12':00 Mid-Day Malnee 
'The Wrong Box'. network television on Sunday, is about a boarding house plays a Czech immigrant who 
January 31, on CFTK television landlady whose life is a has a brush with the law in the 
2:00 Dotible Exposure at 9 p.m., (in color) for a new shambles and who is episode titled Nobody's 
2:30 Luncheon Date seven-week season of in- despnrately trying• to keep BusIness (Feb.•14). 
3:00 Take Thirty volvement in the lives of custody of her small duaghte r. DRUGADDICT 
3:30 The Edge Of Night problems of his clients. HIPPIE INDIAN Jace Vander Veen, who 
4:00 The Galloping Goui'm~ Marc Strange again stars as Pokey is the story of an played adrug addict in Spike in 
4:30 The Banana Splits Rick in CBC-TV's second round alienated hippie Indian who' the Walllast season, appears in 
5:00Hi DiddleDay of The Manipulators, the tries to defraud a.large cor- Turn to the Wind (the initial 
5:30 The Beverly Hillbillies Vancouver-produced series peration, episode of the new series) as an 
• 6:00 Hour One which made an impressive bow In the title role of the young anarchistic activist, opposite 
6:25 Closing Markets last season with an initial five Indian is Len George, son of Susan Hogan,. a Vancouver 
6:30 News episodes. The mini-series was Chief Dan George who also actress who guest stars also as 
6:47 The Trans Provincial well received, both by guest stars in the episode, a spoiled rich girl who becomes 
Airlines Weather Show audiences and critics. Chief Dan, who recently won involved in the movement. 
6:55 Sports Philip Keatley, who guided the New York Film Critics' Joseph Golland and Winston 
7:00 Sportscene the initial series as executive Award as "best supporting Rekert guest star as father and 
7:30 The Odd Couple producer, serves in the same actor" for his role in Little Big son in The Code (Feb. 7); this 8:00 The Interns 
9:00 The Johnny Cash Show capacity for the new-season Man, began his career in CBC- story of the generation gap 
Manipulators. TV's Caribne Country in the centres around a B.C. logger 
10:00 The Flying Circus SEVERALWRITERS early 60's. He was a and small farmer, played by 
10:30 Encounter Writers of the various "discovery" of writer Paul St. Golland, and his teenage son, 11:~ The National News 
11:22Viewpoint episodes include several who Pierre, now an MP, and  Rekert, alienated by his 
11:30 Night Final contributed scripts to the first producer Philip Keatley, and is father's bitterness and his 
11:45 The LateShow series: Ben Maartman, who a familiar and unforgettable mother's erious illness. The 
• 'Something in the Ciiy' wrote the debut episode on drug face on CBC-TV (most recently episode was filmed on location 
addiction last season (Spike in as a narrator for the historical on Vancouver Island. 
• the Wall); and Don Eccleston documentary by Peter Kelly, Rae Brown portrays the 
who also directs. Maartman The Magnificent Gift). irresponsible mother, Judy De 
• Saturday has two scripts in the new series WRITER. DIRECTOR Moor the small daughter in Bell 
- The Code (for telecast Feb. 7) Marc Strange who is The and Bonnie, Bonnie and Bell 
and X-Kalay (March 14) .  Manipulators' tar, in the role (for telecast Feb. 21). 
12:00 Childrens Cinema Eccleston is writer and of Rick Nicholson, turns writer- GUESTSTAR 
1:00 Curling producer-director of the initial director for one of the new- Margot Kidder guest stars in 
2:00 C.I.A.U. Conference episode of the new series, Turn season episodes: The Flock, X-Kalay, the story of an 
3:00 Kaleidosport to the Wind, to be seen on CFTK about a middle-aged man who organization of self- 
January 31. runs a shelter for transient rehabilitation run by ex- 
4:00 The Bugs Bunny Road The Manipulators series youths. 
Runner Hour presents other writers new to Joe Austin guest stars as the 5:00 N.H.L. Hockey 
7:30 Countrytime the series this season: Otto hippies' mentor, and Shirley 
8:00 The Galloping Gourmet Lowy, a Czech Canadian whose Strange (Marc's wife in real 
8:30 Update script, Nohody's Business, life) plays a runaway girl ex- 
deals withanimmigrantat odds pecting a child. 
9:00 Showcase '71 with life in his adopted country Also among the guest stars in 
J 'Don't Panic Chaps' (itwillbeseenonFebruary14); the New Manipulators eries 
11:00 The National News Merv Campone, a Vancouver are: Vladimir Valenta, the 
11:15 Provincial Affairs actor who is represented in the Czech actor who immigrated to 
11:20 Night Final series twice: he wrote evisodes Canada a few years ago and 
11:30 The Late Show 
| 'The Count of Monte Cristo' | . . . .  
Sunday 
Superbowl Game- 
Time To Be Announced 
3:00 World of Music 
4:00 The New Majority 
5:00 Audubon 
5:30 Hymn Sing 
6-00 Tl~e Wonderful 
World of Disney 
7:00 Adventures in 
Rainbow Country 
7:30 The Bill Cosby Sh%w 
8:00 The Ed Sullivan Show 
9:00 Sunday At Nine 
10:00 Weekend 
11:00 The National News 
11:15 The Nation's Business 
11:20 Night Final 
Sign Off 
Mackay services are held 
Funeral services were held [ is survived by his wife, Naomi 
Saturday for Cecil Donald [ and a son. He was a retired 
McKay who had resided in I farmer and carpenter in 
Terrace for the past nine years. / Terrace. 
Services were held at 1 p.m. A native of Brandon, 
at Knox United Church. Manitoba, he lived at 4604 Tuck 
Cremation followed in Prince Avenue. 
George. 
McKay, who was 62 years old, 
Pipers thank 
MD, hospital 
Mrs. Eileen Piper, whose 
husband John died recently, 
wishes to thank Dr. Patterson, 
the staff at Mills Memorial 
Hospital, the Department of 
Highways, McKay's Funeral 
Home, Father Sweeney, Santa's 
Anonymous and all friends for 
their help and comfort. 
Mr. Piper is survived by his 
wife and children Diane, 
Rodney, Shelly, Connie Lee and 
Robert, all at home. 
Pall bearers at the funeral 
were John Erickson, Phil 
Parker, Louis Nadon, Alan 
Glain, Glen Turner and A.J. 
Geraert. 
NOW! RED 
• cHARr=w ACCOU,TX,~,,. . 
8,~-8615 ---, ~lS-~10f 
4~kl L,s.ZEM4E AT& 
• 't'mmzav~z, B.c. 
~r~, 
convicts; she plays a onetime ~,~i 
ilrostttute and drug addict who :~]~, 
things difficult for a @ makes 
Wilson) trying to make it back- 
into society. , 
The Manipulators' table- of ~'!~ 
~oducer-directers includes: 
Don E¢cleston, Philip Keatley !!;~ 
(who is abo executive producer .~.!i I 
well as the series' star Marc 
Strange. 
Cameramen are Doug ~:~ 
McKay, Jack Long and Roy !~I 
Luekow. ii~ 
,Vancouver production, and is ']l 
written entirely this season by !~(, 
writers on the Canadian west ~ 
coast. It is filmed in color in I't~'.. 
and around Vancouver. ~,t! 
The Manipulators was !ili 
created by Toronto writer Ed iiil 
McGibbon. 
POLLUTION PROBED 
QUESNEL (CP)--The town 
of Quesnel has agreed to par- 
tlcipate with Cariboo Pulp and 
Paper Co. in an air-pollution 
study. The town has indicated it
will pay 20 per cent of the 
estimated $19,000 total cost. 
A man never knows how 
much his wife suffers. Unless, 
of course, he listens. 
i , '  
i 
L.E. PRUDEN £ REALTY Lh 
4641 LAZELLE AVENUE PHONE 63S-6371 
3 bedroom home close to high school. Features 
w-w carpeting in living room and dining rooms, 
attractive kitchen, carport, full basement ready 
to f inish. Priced to sell. 
i'! • % 
3 bedroom furn ished home wi th  2 bedroom ~ 
basement suite. Includes a built in garage, :! 
automatic oil heat, carpeting throughout and ]! 
revenue of $140 per month from the suite. If you '.i 
qualify for a government 2nd mortgage you i:~ 
could purchase this attractive home for as little i~• 
as $4,500 down and net mortgage payments of !' 
approximately $60 per month. 
Contact our office for professional advice on 
wai lable residential, Commercial and acreage ;;' 
properties. A number of good building lots are /; 
ava i lab le  for  spr ing construct ion,  ii 
• LARRY PRUDEN -63S-$260 '~ 
TOM SLEMK0- 635-3366 !~ 
H 
JOHN CURRIE  63S .SS65 
MULTIPLE LIITII| SElYlCE ; }1, 
, I 
RASPBERRY YOGURT-- Delicious new flavour! 
i 
I 
Dairyland: the 100% British Columbia dairy. 
I 
Gov't Inspected Choice Grain Fed 
FRESH 
PORK PICN ICS 
Maxwel l  House 
All Purpose Grind 
F F.-EE, " 89  ' Lb 
Super Valu ~)kanaga. F a n c ~  
AllPurpose 20 139 jl,,.r,...,,,,:. 
' & Californio Sunk is t  [ 
• Jumbo Oranges s,=, F our  . . 
NO.DEALERS PLEASE 
6 
• PR ICES ~PPECT IYE  MON.  TUES. AND WEDJ  ONLY  
'MIX OR MATCH 
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT 1 " O  ~IMIT QUA~TI'riES 
